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Background Syndromic surveillance systems often classify patients into syndromic categories based on
emergency department (ED) chief complaints. There exists no standard set of syndromes for syndromic surveillance, and the available syndromic case definitions demonstrate substantial heterogeneity of findings constituting
the definition. The use of fever in the definition of syndromic categories is arbitrary and unsystematic. We determined whether chief complaints accurately represent whether a patient has any of five febrile syndromes: febrile
respiratory, febrile gastrointestinal, febrile rash, febrile neurological, or febrile hemorrhagic.
Methods We selected 1,557 patients admitted to the ED with discharge diagnoses potentially relevant to
biosurveillance. We compared physician classification of the patients’ chief complaints against criterion standard
classifications from physician review of ED reports for five general syndromes (e.g., rash) and five febrile syndromes (e.g., febrile rash). We calculated sensitivity and specificity for general and febrile syndromes for the
1,557 cases.
Results Specificity for febrile and non-febrile syndromes was high. Sensitivity for the general syndromes ranged
from 34 to 41%. Sensitivity for febrile syndromes ranged from 0 to 12%.
Conclusion Whereas chief complaints had modest sensitivity in predicting general syndromes correctly, they
had poor sensitivity in predicting febrile syndromes. Respiratory, gastrointestinal, rash, neurological, and hemorrhagic syndromic case definitions for surveillance systems using chief complaints as input should not include
fever.
chief complaints; disease outbreaks; fever; infection control; public health surveillance; surveillance; syndrome;
syndromic surveillance

Abbreviations: ED, emergency department; GI, gastrointestinal illness; ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth
Revision; NLP, Natural language processing; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

INTRODUCTION

that represent threats to the public’s health or have potential
for bioterrorism produce a febrile response in affected individuals early in the course of illness, which suggests that an
increase in the number of patients with a respiratory symptom

Syndromic surveillance techniques often classify patients
into syndromic categories based on emergency department
(ED) chief complaints. Many of the infectious diseases
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and fever may be more indicative of an infectious disease
outbreak than an increase in the number of patients with respiratory syndromes without fever, for example. We do not
know of any biosurveillance research supporting this
assumption, but based on knowledge of infectious diseases,
syndromic surveillance systems generally monitor febrile
illness. However, the use of fever in the definition of syndromic categories is arbitrary and unsystematic. Some syndromic definitions include fever as one of a number of
features that may occur in a syndromic category, some categorize fever as a separate syndrome, and some define febrile
syndromes, requiring fever to be concurrently present
with another presenting problem. We measured the predictive performance of manually classified chief complaints
at identifying febrile syndromes.
Syndromic surveillance methods classify patients based
on symptoms and signs that are available prior to a definitive diagnosis (1). Grouping cases into syndromes (e.g.,
respiratory syndrome) rather than into specific diagnoses
(e.g., pneumonia) can provide earlier evidence of infection,
because many diseases in their early phase have overlapping
symptoms that may not initially alarm clinicians. For example, a retrospective analysis of a Cryptosporidium contamination in Milwaukee in 1993 that killed more than 100
people showed an unrecognized increase in the number of
patients with diarrhea, weeks before the deaths (2).
Both manual (3, 4) and automated (5–16) syndromic surveillance systems have been developed; automated systems
have been in use since 1999. A key element of a syndromic
surveillance system’s ability to detect outbreaks may be the
syndromic definitions being monitored (17). Syndromic case
definitions are broader than case definitions for the target
diseases they encompass, but in the syndromic surveillance
community there exists no standard set of syndromes to be
monitored, and existing syndromic case definitions demonstrate substantial heterogeneity of findings constituting the
definitions (18). For example, existing case definitions of
respiratory syndrome vary depending on whether the definition includes upper respiratory symptoms, on how severe the
respiratory illness must be to match the case definition, and
on whether the patient must be febrile. Some syndromic
surveillance systems classify patients into syndromic categories that explicitly include fever in their definitions
(11, 19–22), while others do not (7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17).
An additional consideration in designing a case definition is the need for timely detection of an outbreak (23).
Near the end of a patient’s visit to a healthcare facility,
detailed information about the patient’s clinical condition
may be available from dictated reports and structured
laboratory databases. However, when patients first present
to a medical facility—which is the earliest point at which
an outbreak could be detected from clinical data—only a
small amount of information about their clinical conditions
exists. Automated surveillance systems attempt to leverage pre-existing electronic ED data available upon admission, including date of admission, sex, age, address, coded
admit diagnoses, and free-text triage chief complaint.
Many automated syndromic surveillance systems use
chief complaints to classify patients into syndromic case
definitions (11, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25).

Our objective was to determine whether the information
in chief complaints is sufficient for monitoring febrile syndromes by comparing manually classified chief complaints
with the criterion standard of physician chart review for
five febrile syndromes: febrile respiratory, febrile gastrointestinal, febrile rash, febrile neurological, and febrile
hemorrhagic.
METHODS

We measured the performance of manual chief complaint
classification into febrile syndromes by comparing chief
complaint classification against criterion standard classification based on review of ED reports. The report is dictated by
a physician after seeing the patient and details the patient’s
past history, chief complaint, physical findings, laboratory
and radiology results and diagnoses. We also compared
febrile syndromic classification (e.g., febrile respiratory) to
general syndromic classification (e.g., respiratory), calculated what percentage of febrile syndromic cases could be
identified by monitoring for general syndromes, and analyzed the content of chief complaints for febrile syndromic
patients.
Setting

The study was conducted on data collected from the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) Presbyterian
Hospital ED from December, 1990 to September, 2003.
The ED at the UPMC Presbyterian Hospital admits approximately 40,000 adult patients a year, and patient visit data
have been stored in the Medical Archival System (MARS)
database since 1990, including free-text triage chief complaints, dictated and transcribed ED reports, and coded
ICD-9 discharge diagnoses.
Selection of participants

Our goal was to select participants representing seven
syndromes, including syndromes that occur infrequently.
All patients with an electronic triage chief complaint and
primary ICD-9 discharge diagnosis stored in MARS between
December, 1990 and September, 2003 were eligible for this
study, which was approved by the University of Pittsburgh’s
Institutional Review Board as exempt. From 527,228 eligible patients, we selected patients who potentially exhibited
symptoms or signs consistent with the syndromes by filtering eligible patients according to their ICD-9 primary discharge diagnoses using a list of 831 unique ICD-9 codes.
Table 1 shows examples of codes we used for each syndrome. From 96,818 potential participants, we selected a
representative subset of approximately 200 patients per syndrome as described in (25). The resulting set included 1,557
cases for chart review by physicians who participated as
criterion standard experts.
Criterion standard classification

Ten physicians board-certified in general internal medicine read ED reports for the 1,557 patients and applied
case definitions described in (25) to classify patients into
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Table 1. Examples of ICD-9 codes used for compiling a superset of positive patients
Syndrome (number of codes)

Examples of ICD-9 codes

Respiratory (n = 287)

022.1 (Pulmonary anthrax), 011 (Pulmonary tuberculosis), 480 (Viral pneumonia), 487 (Influenza),
163.3 Pneumocystosis, 033 (Whooping cough), 511 (Pleurisy), 786.05 (Shortness of breath)

Botulinic (n = 60)

005.1 (Botulism), 045.0 (Acute paralytic poliomyelitis, bulbar), 357 (Acute infective polyneuritis),
351.0 (Bell’s palsy), 368.2 (Diplopia), 374.3 (Ptosis of eyelid), 787.2 (Dysphagia)

Gastrointestinal (n = 119)

003.0 (Salmonella gastroenteritis), 005 (Food poisoning, other bacterial), 006.1 (Infectious diarrhea),
007.4 (Cryptosporidiosis), 787.91 (Diarrhea)

Neurological (n = 111)

066.4 (West Nile fever), 331.81 (Reye’s syndrome), 323 (Encephalitis, myelitis, and encephalomyelitis),
094.2 (Syphilitic meningitis), 320 (Bacterial meningitis), 780.01 (Coma), 784.0 (Headache)

Rash (n = 99)

022.0 (Cutaneous anthrax), 034.1 (Scarlet fever), 053 (Herpes zoster), 055 (Measles), 684 (Impetigo),
695.1 (Erythema multiforme)

Constitutional (n = 66)

002.0 (Typhoid fever), 075 (Infectious mononucleosis), 079.9 (Viral infection nos), 780.6 (Fever),
780.7 (Malaise and fatigue), 783.0 (Anorexia)

Hemorrhagic (n = 89)

065 (Arthropod hemorrhagic fever), 530.82 (Esophageal hemorrhage), 535.01 (Acute gastritis
w/hemorrhage), 578.0 (Hematemesis), 599.7 (Hematuria)

syndromic categories (case definitions available at http://
web.cbmi.pitt.edu/chapman/Syndromic_Case_Definitions.
doc). They also determined whether the patient had a fever.
Fever was defined as a measured temperature greater than
38.0˚C (100.4˚F) or a report of recent fever or chills.
Every report was read by two physicians and by a third, if
there were any disagreements on the report.
The resulting classifications by physicians allowed us to
group patients into the following syndromic groups that
have corresponding febrile syndromic groups: respiratory
(congestion, shortness of breath, cough, etc.); gastrointestinal (nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, etc.); rash (most
rashes); hemorrhagic (bleeding from most sites); and
neurological (non-psychiatric neurological symptoms, such
as headache or seizure). To receive a positive classification
for a febrile syndrome, the patient must have had a positive
classification for both the syndrome and fever.
As described in (25), we measured agreement and reliability of the criterion standard classifications using methods
described by Hripcsak (26). In this paper, we report the
generalizability coefficients for the syndromes used in this
study. A generalizability coefficient ranges from 0 to 1
and represents the reliability and reproducibility of the
criterion standard. A coefficient above 0.70 is considered
sufficient for most criterion standards.

he classified patients based only on their chief complaint
(he was blinded to the ED reports), whereas the criterion
standard physicians classified patients based on the ED
report.
Outcome measures

The main outcome measure for our study was classification performance of the manually classified chief complaints
when compared to criterion standard classification. We calculated the following outcome metrics and their 95% confidence intervals (27) for the febrile syndromes (e.g., febrile
rash) and for the same syndromes without fever (e.g., rash):
. Sensitivity—the number of correct positive classifications
divided by criterion standard positive classifications;
. Specificity—the number of correct negative classifications divided by criterion standard negative classifications;
. Positive predictive value (PPV)—the number of correct
positive classifications divided by the total number of
positive classifications;
. Negative predictive value (NPV)—the number of correct
negative classifications divided by the total number of
negative classifications.
Data analysis

Chief complaint classification

To avoid introducing errors in classification that may be
caused by an automated chief complaint classifier, we manually classified chief complaints into syndromic categories.
Author JND, who is a physician board-certified in internal
medicine and infectious diseases with over 30 years of
experience, read the chief complaint for each of the 1,557
patients and determined which of the syndromes was represented by the chief complaint and whether or not the complaint indicated that the patient had a fever. He applied the
same syndromic case definitions as the physicians who
generated the criterion standard classifications. However,
Advances in Disease Surveillance 2007;3:6

We performed two data analyses. In the primary analysis,
we addressed the question: What is the classification performance of chief complaints at identifying febrile syndromic cases when positive classification from the chief
complaint requires both a syndromic and a febrile classification? For the primary data analysis we calculated the outcome measures by comparing manual classification from
chief complaints into febrile and non-febrile syndromes
against the analogous criterion standard classification.
A secondary analysis applied only to cases classified as
positive by criterion standard for febrile syndromic definitions. The secondary analysis differed from the primary
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analysis in how chief complaints were classified—to be considered positive for a febrile syndrome, the chief complaint
only needed to be positive for the syndrome (i.e., the chief
complaint did not need to indicate fever). The secondary
analysis addressed the question: What is the classification
performance of chief complaints at identifying febrile syndromic cases when a positive case requires only a general
syndromic classification? Table 2 illustrates the difference
between the primary and secondary analyses.
The secondary analysis can help explain how well a
syndromic surveillance system that does not include fever
in its syndromic definitions can identify febrile syndromic
cases. This analysis is important, because many syndromic
surveillance systems only monitor for general syndromes
and do not require fever in the chief complaint. Results of
the secondary analysis reflect the sensitivity and precision
(i.e., PPV) with which these systems will detect febrile syndromic cases. We expected sensitivity to be higher than was
achieved in the primary analysis, because all syndromic
cases are classified as febrile syndromic. We also expected
PPV to be lower than in the primary analysis, because
many of the cases classified as febrile syndromic would
not actually have a fever.
To help explain the results of the secondary analysis,
we examined what the chief complaints said for all cases
classified by the criterion standard as positive for a febrile syndrome. We grouped positive cases into one of four
mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories in which
the chief complaint: 1) described a symptom consistent
with the syndromic definition and described evidence of
fever; 2) described a symptom consistent with the syndromic

definition but not fever; 3) described evidence of fever but
not of the syndrome; and 4) had no evidence of the syndrome
or of fever.
RESULTS

The number of positive cases by criterion standard for the
general syndromes ranged from 138 for rash to 633 for gastrointestinal (Table 3), with a mean of 455. The number of
positive cases for febrile syndromes ranged from 34 for
febrile rash to 196 for febrile respiratory, with a mean of
122. The criterion standard physicians agreed that fever
was present in 315 (20%) of the 1,557 records. Table 3
shows the generalizability coefficients for three raters for
febrile and non-febrile syndromes. All syndromes except
for rash had a reliability coefficient higher than 0.70.
Primary data analysis

Table 4 shows the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV
for chief complaint classification into syndromic categories
Table 3. Reliability of criterion standard classifications for
febrile and non-febrile syndromes
Number of cases by
criterion standard

Generalizability
coefficient for
three raters

Respiratory

607

0.87

Febrile respiratory

196

0.91

Gastrointestinal

633

0.89

Febrile gastrointestinal

181

0.94

Rash

138

0.63

Febrile rash

34

0.92

Criterion standard
classification

Hemorrhagic

328

0.86

52

0.89

Syndrome

Table 2. Difference between primary and secondary analyses
Chief complaint
classification

Febrile hemorrhagic

Primary analysis

Syndrome + fever

Syndrome + fever

Neurological

571

0.86

Secondary analysis

Syndrome

Syndrome + fever

Febrile neurological

147

0.94

Table 4. Case classification performance of 1,557 manually encoded chief complaints for febrile and non-febrile syndromes. For a
chief complaint to be classified as positive, the complaint required a symptom consistent with the syndromic definition and evidence
of fever. For example, to be classified as febrile rash, the chief complaint required evidence of a rash and of fever. TP = true positives;
FP = false positives; FN = false negatives. All outcome metrics are shown in percentages with 95% confidence intervals in brackets
No. of cases by
criterion standard

No. of
TP

No. of
FP

No. of
FN

Sensitivity

Respiratory

607

231

18

376

38.1 [34–42]

98.1 [97–99]

92.8 [89–95]

71.3 [69–74]

Febrile respiratory

196

4

1

192

2.0 [0.8–5]

99.9 [99–100]

80.0 [38–96]

87.6 [86–89]

Gastrointestinal

633

215

20

418

34.0 [30–38]

97.8 [97–99]

91.5 [87–94]

68.4 [66–71]

Febrile gastrointestinal

181

12

0

169

6.6 [4–11]

100 [99–100]

100 [76–100]

89.1 [87–91]

Rash

138

53

17

85

38.4 [31–47]

98.8 [98–99]

75.7 [65–84]

94.3 [93–95]

Febrile rash

34

4

0

30

11.8 [5–27]

100 [99–100]

100 [51–100]

98.1 [97–99]

Hemorrhagic

328

134

14

194

40.9 [36–46]

98.9 [98–99]

90.5 [85–94]

86.2 [84–88]

52

0

0

52

0 [0–7]

Neurological

571

222

24

349

38.9 [35–43]

97.6 [96–98]

90.2 [86–93]

73.4 [71–76]

Febrile neurological

147

5

1

142

3.4 [2–8]

99.9 [99–100]

83.3 [44–97]

90.8 [89–92]

Syndrome

Febrile hemorrhagic

Specificity

100 [99–100]

PPV

*

NPV

96.6 [96–97]

* Cannot calculate because of division by zero.
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and febrile syndromic categories. Comparing chief complaint classification against the criterion standard for the
syndromes (e.g., rash, neurological) yielded sensitivities
ranging from 34 to 41% and specificities from 98 to 99%.
Comparing chief complaint classification against criterion
standard for febrile syndromes (e.g., febrile rash, febrile neurological) yielded sensitivities ranging from 0 to 12% and
specificities near or at 100%. Classifying chief complaints
based on presence of a syndromic symptom and fever identified true febrile syndromic cases with very low sensitivity.
For febrile syndromic definitions, sensitivity was significantly lower than for the analogous non-febrile syndromic
definitions, and NPV was significantly higher. Figure 1
plots the sensitivity of febrile and non-febrile syndromic
classification from chief complaints.

syndromes when using a broader syndromic definition
(i.e., not requiring the presence of fever in the chief complaint), and the differences were statistically significant for
febrile respiratory, febrile gastrointestinal, and febrile neurological. PPV decreased significantly when using the broader
definition, ranging between 3% for febrile hemorrhagic and
29% for febrile respiratory, with a median value of 22%.
In the secondary analysis, the case definition for chief
complaint classification did not require fever in the chief
complaint. Applying this case definition identified the majority of febrile syndromic cases but still missed some positive
cases, because some of the positive cases had chief complaints that only indicated a fever without describing a symptom of the syndrome (e.g., “High temp”). Figure 2 shows
that for all syndromes combined, only 5% of the chief complaints for positive patients described both a syndromic
symptom and a fever, 23% described the syndrome without
fever, and 19% described only fever. Over half of the chief
complaints for positive cases described neither relevant
syndromic complaints nor fever. Distribution of the four
categories somewhat differed among the five febrile syndromes. The percentage of complaints describing neither
the syndrome nor fever was highest for febrile hemorrhagic
at 73%. The proportion of complaints describing only the
syndrome was lowest for febrile hemorrhagic (5%) and highest for febrile respiratory (35%).

Secondary analysis

Table 5 shows outcome metrics for febrile syndromic
cases when chief complaints were classified based only on
whether the complaint was consistent with the syndromic
definition and not on the presence of fever. Sensitivity
varied from 10% for febrile hemorrhagic to 37% for febrile respiratory. As expected, sensitivity increased for all

1
Non-febrile syndromes

0.8

Both
5%

0.6
.38

.38

.34

Figure 1. Sensitivity
classification.

Syndrome only

.39

.03

.00

for

Rash
febrile

and

non-febrile

Neither

Neither
53%

.12

.07
GI

Respiratory

0

Syndrome only
23%
Fever only

0.2
.02

.41

Fever only
19%

Both

Figure 2. Content of chief complaints classified positive for febrile
syndromes. “Syndrome only” indicates that the chief complaint only
described symptoms consistent with the syndrome. “Fever only” indicates that the chief complaint described fever but did not describe
symptoms consistent with the syndrome. “Neither” indicates that the
chief complaint described neither the syndrome nor fever. “Both”
is equivalent to sensitivity and indicates that the chief complaint
described both the syndrome and fever.

Neurological

0.4

Hemorrhagic

Sensitivity

Febrile syndromes

syndromic

Table 5. Case classification performance of 1,557 manually encoded chief complaints for febrile syndromes. For a chief complaint to
be classified as positive, the complaint only required a symptom consistent with the general syndromic definition. For example, a case
classified as Respiratory by the chief complaint would be considered positive for Febrile respiratory syndrome. TP = true positives;
FP = false positives; FN = false negatives. All outcome metrics are shown in percentages with 95% confidence intervals in brackets
Syndrome

Number of cases by
criterion standard

Num
of TP

Num
of FP

Num
of FN

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Febrile respiratory

196

72

177

124

36.7 [30–44]

87.0 [85–89]

28.9 [24–35]

90.5 [89–92]

Febrile gastrointestinal

181

52

183

129

28.7 [34–36]

86.7 [85–88]

22.1 [17–28]

90.2 [89–92]

34

12

58

22

35.3 [22–52]

96.2 [95–97]

17.1 [10–28]

98.5 [98–99]

Febrile rash
Febrile hemorrhagic

52

5

143

47

9.6 [4–21]

90.5 [89–92]

3.4 [2–8]

96.7 [96–98]

Febrile neurological

147

43

203

104

29.3 [23–37]

85.6 [84–87]

17.5 [13–23]

92.1 [91–93]
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DISCUSSION

Chief complaint classification into febrile syndromes
demonstrated poor sensitivity, ranging from 0 to 12% for
all five febrile syndromes (Table 4). Based on this result,
syndromic definitions should not require description of
fever and a syndrome when using chief complaints as input.
Poor classification performance into febrile syndromes is
consistent with the nature of triage chief complaints in
several ways. First, on presentation to the ED, a patient
may or may not know whether she has a fever. Second,
she may have taken her temperature at home and may
have self-treated with an anti-pyretic medication and so
does not complain of fever. Third, clerks and nurses who
enter chief complaints create short snippets of text and, in
many cases, are allowed to enter only a limited number of
characters. In an attempt to be brief, the nurses or clerks
sometimes utilize creative abbreviations, summarize the
complaints in their own words, and make decisions about
the most important or relevant complaint in order to reduce
the size of the textual entry (28–30). Therefore, some complaints conveyed by the patient may not be included in the
entry.
If a febrile syndromic definition should not require
description of fever and a syndrome when using chief complaints as input, what is the best method for detecting
patients with febrile syndromes? There are a few options.
First, we could monitor for broad syndromic definitions
and hope to capture many of the febrile syndromic cases.
This is the approach taken by many automated syndromic
surveillance systems. In this study, sensitivity at detecting
febrile syndromic cases, when monitoring for general syndromes, ranged from 34 to 41% with PPVs between 3 and
29%. Because we manually classified chief complaints
into syndromic categories, the outcome measures we present
are a ceiling level we would not expect an automated method
to surpass. However, automatic chief complaint classifiers
perform well when classifying chief complaints into syndromic categories (31–33). Our results indicate that monitoring
for increases in the number of patients with general syndromes would capture over a third of the febrile syndromic
cases. Figure 2 shows that about half of the positive febrile
syndromic cases were potentially identifiable by chief complaint classification, because they had chief complaints
describing either a syndrome, fever, or both. Of the potentially identifiable cases, about 57% could be identified by
monitoring for broad syndromic definitions. The remaining
43% had chief complaints that only described fever.
Thus, a second option is to monitor chief complaints for
fever—monitoring for fever would identify approximately
22% of the febrile syndromic cases in this study. Based on
a previous study, a simple keyword search for fever identified 100% of study cases whose chief complaints described
fever (34), so it is technically feasible to identify the febrile
syndromic cases whose chief complaints only describe fever.
However, it is not possible to classify patients with chief
complaints only indicating a fever into syndromic categories
such as febrile respiratory.
Monitoring for general syndromes and for fever would
only capture about half of the febrile syndromic cases.

The other half could not be identified by their chief complaints, because the chief complaints described symptoms
not related to their true syndromic classification. Based on
these results, chief complaint classification—regardless of
the syndromic definition—cannot identify febrile syndromic
cases with high sensitivity. Increasing sensitivity would require considering more detailed clinical information. After
admission to the ED, a patient is examined by a physician,
and the physician dictates an ED note detailing the patient’s
past history, chief complaint, physical findings, and diagnoses. At the University of Pittsburgh Presbyterian Hospital, ED reports are electronically available approximately
12 hours after the patient is admitted to the ED.
Extracting detailed clinical information from ED reports
promises to increase sensitivity of detection of febrile syndromic cases. However, because ED reports are available
later than chief complaints are, ED reports would not provide
as timely a signal for an outbreak. Moreover, ED reports are
more difficult than chief complaints to automatically process. In contrast to the short phrases of chief complaints,
ED reports are complex narratives involving hundreds of sentences that display negation, uncertainty, and changes over
time. Natural language processing (NLP) techniques have
been successfully applied to narrative clinical reports for
decision support (35–38) and quality assurance (39). To our
knowledge, nobody has published evaluations comparing
chief complaint classification of patients to classification
from ED reports. However, we have shown that we can automatically identify febrile patients from ED reports with a
sensitivity of 98% (34), and we are currently working on
automated natural language processing methods for extracting respiratory-related information from ED reports for syndromic surveillance (40–43). Given the fact that input to
most surveillance systems currently consists of only freetext chief complaints, the best way to monitor for febrile syndromic cases may be to initially classify patients into broad
syndromic categories and into fever status based on their
chief complaints, then to update the probability of having
a febrile syndrome as ED reports become available.
Simple changes in triage data collection could potentially
improve surveillance of febrile syndromes. For instance,
some hospitals measure and record temperature during triage
(e.g., L.D.S. Hospital in Salt Lake City, Utah and UNC
Healthcare, Chapel Hill, North Carolina). Access to both a
chief complaint and a measured temperature would probably
improve our ability to accurately identify febrile syndromic
patients. Structured chief complaint pick-lists could also
help provide more complete triage data if the interface
were designed to elicit more than one presenting problem
and patients were asked specifically about fever in addition
to other problems. Several sets of standardized chief
complaints have been developed and implemented in EDs
(44–46).
Future research for successful monitoring of febrile syndromic cases should include 1) designing algorithms that
can combine evidence from general syndromes and from
febrile patients and 2) developing and evaluating NLP techniques that can accurately extract relevant clinical information from text and can model the negation and temporal
status of the conditions.
Advances in Disease Surveillance 2007;3:6
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Our results apply to five febrile syndromic case definitions, but the results solicit the question of whether chief
complaint classification would show poor sensitivity for
any syndromic case definition that was narrowly defined.
A case definition that requires multiple symptoms to be considered positive may be too narrowly defined when using
chief complaints for classification. For example, a possible
definition of Meningoencephalitic syndrome is stiff neck
and headache, but it is unlikely a single chief complaint
would describe both symptoms. A syndromic definition that
required a single finding to be positive may also demonstrate
poor sensitivity when using chief complaint classification.
For instance, in looking for a GI (gastrointestinal illness)
outbreak, a surveillance system may not lump all GI symptoms together but may attempt to monitor diarrhea separately from vomiting. In a previous study, we measured
the sensitivity for diarrhea at 10% and for vomiting at
15%, which is three to four times lower than sensitivity for
the broader GI syndromic definition (40%) (47). Chief complaints are variable in their quality and represent a limited
version of a patient’s problem when admitted to the ED.
When defining syndromic definitions for chief complaint
classification, the definitions should not be too narrow.
Limitations

We used ICD-9 discharge diagnoses to locate potentially
positive cases to increase the prevalence of true syndromic
cases in the test set. Therefore, our test set did not represent
the natural prevalence of the syndromes. Because physician
review is expensive, an advantage of artificially increasing
the prevalence in a test set is decreasing the number of
reports physicians need to read to find a reasonable number
of positive cases. By including more positive cases, the
confidence intervals of the outcome measures are reduced.
Artificially increasing prevalence does not usually change
measures of sensitivity and specificity but does affect measures of PPVs and NPVs. Therefore the PPV and NPV
measures we report are not representative of a natural distribution of the syndromes.
Only a single physician classified the chief complaints
into syndromes. Evaluations of NLP systems using physician judgment as a reference standard typically employ multiple physician judgments (42). It can be argued, however,
that acting as a gold standard for this task requires projectspecific expertise about syndromic definitions. The same
physician who classified chief complaints also devised the
syndrome definitions and trained the three physicians who
read ED reports and classified patients into syndromic categories. This assured that the criterion standard physicians
were all performing the same task.
Another limitation to our study is that sensitivities of chief
complaint classification for general syndromes were lower
than in other published studies. Many of the published
studies on chief complaint case classification have used
ICD-9 codes as the criterion standard (48, 49), whereas a
few studies have used review of the ED report (50, 51). Sensitivities reported in this paper for many syndromes are
lower than those for analogous studies using review of the
ED report as criterion standard. Ivanov and colleagues (50)
Advances in Disease Surveillance 2007;3:6

measured the sensitivity of a Bayesian chief complaint classifier against review of ED reports for acute infectious GI
syndrome at 63%. Chang and colleagues (51) measured
the sensitivity with which a keyword-based automated
chief complaint classifier could identify several general syndromes. They demonstrated sensitivities of 71% for respiratory, 64% for GI, and 51% for Neurological syndromes,
whereas sensitivities for manual classification into the
same syndromes in this study were 38, 34, and 39%, respectively. In one syndrome (rash), we showed a higher sensitivity (38%) than that obtained by Chang (20%).
Both of these previous studies applied random selection to
select cases. In the Ivanov study, there were only 22 positive
cases, and the 95% confidence interval of sensitivity overlapped with that shown in this study. The Chang study did
not list confidence intervals or the number of positive
cases for each syndrome, so there is no way to determine
whether our results were statistically different. Still, sensitivities in this study were lower than we anticipated.
Conclusion

An important element of understanding the effectiveness
of syndromic surveillance is measuring the relationship between the data used as input and the case definition being
monitored. Designing an appropriate case definition involves
consideration of the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity of detection of infected patients. On the one hand, a
broad case definition inclusive of all signs, symptoms, and
findings that may be experienced by an infected patient
will be sensitive at detecting affected patients but will
also detect uninfected patients with similar symptoms. On
the other hand, a narrow case definition that only detects
patients with verified evidence of a disease will almost
never generate a false alarm but will have very low sensitivity and detection may occur too late in the process of the outbreak to effectively intervene (52). We found that sensitivity
of chief complaint classification into five febrile symptoms
was poor, suggesting that case definitions that use chief
complaints as input should be more broadly defined.
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